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 The Power of Behavioral Science
President’s Message

Dear Reader,

Welcome to LEAD TCM&L™ and thank 
you for taking the time to read about 
our company and philosophy. Before I 
speak about who we are and what we 
do, I would like to share some ground-
breaking insights with you about 
human behavior and its on impact 
performance.

Today’s business environment is 
characterized by rapid change, 
globalization, complexity, digitalization 
and interconnectivity. It has become 
painfully clear that past results are no 
longer an indicator for future success. 
21st century business requires new 
ways of thinking which are both
 innovative and multi-disciplinary.

New developments in science and 
practice have provided innovative 
approaches and perspectives to
enhancing business and improving 
performance. Especially in the field of 
behavioral science, game-changing 
scientific insights have emerged on 
how to enhance personal effective-
ness and organizational performance. 
These new findings have resulted in 
novel business approaches,
techniques and solutions. Major 
corporations, non-profit organizations, 
governments and educational 
institutions around the world recognize 
the importance of applying behavioral 
insights to all fields of business, 
education and society. 

Taking a  behavioral approach to 
existing business issues has lead to new 
perspectives and better solutions. Both 
science and practice agree that the 
next big revolution in the digital age is 
not technological, but psychological.

LEAD TCM&L™ enables people, 
organizations and communities to 
achieve improved performance 
through its unique combination of 
behavioral-based training programs, 
services and solutions. LEAD TCM&L™ 
uses a scientific understanding of
people to design better products, 
services and environments that
transform behavior and improve lives. 
LEAD TCM&L™ is your strategic 
behavioral partner in business and is 
dedicated to help you improve 
individual, group and organizational 
performance.

I hope after reading about our take 
on how behavioral approaches can 
improve performance levels of people, 
projects and organizations, you will be 
eager to learn more about our 
company and how we can possibly 
support you or your organization. 
Please feel free to speak to one of our 
behavioral consultants or come visit us 
at one of our global locations.
We look forward to meeting you.

Sincerest regards,

Ali Fenwick
President LEAD TCM&L™



Who is LEAD TCM&L™?
LEAD TCM&L™ is a human capital development and 
organizational performance improvement company 
specialized in behavioral design solutions for business and 
education. 

LEAD TCM&L™ offers Training Programs, Behavioral 
Design Services and Human Capital Development 
Products grounded in scientifically proven principles to 
help people and organizations achieve sustainable
performance improvements.

Behavioral Design Solutions for 
Corporations / Non-profit organizations / 
Governments

• Talent Management Solutions 
• Corporate Training & Development Programs
• Customer Engagement / Retail Strategies
• Marketing / Communication Policy Strategies
• Behavioral Design Consultancy for Products / Services /
   Mobile Apps
• Job and Workplace Improvements

Behavioral Design Solutions for 
Universities / Educational Institutions / 
Personal Development Companies

• Executive/Graduate/Post-Graduate Educational 
   Programs in soft skill and advanced business skill 
   development
• Customized Educational Program and Content Design, 
   Development and Delivery

Human Capital Development Products

• Psychometric Assessments
• 360 evaluation tools
• E-Pills (online training modules)
• Training Materials 
• Certification & Licensing
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Behavioral based 
Training  & Devel-
opment Programs

LEAD TCM&L™ has developed highly 
effective training & development 
programs to help people and 
organizations increase their success in 
business. Our programs are based on 
a strong scientific foundation and are 
designed to equip you with the 
knowledge and skills to improve your 
performance and that of others.  

Our programs are provided in various 
formats to meet your performance
objectives. We offer training formats 
ranging from workshops and open 
enrollment programs to in-company 
courses and university modules. Our 
training & development, educational 
and certified programs are aimed at:

- Corporations
- Non-profit organizations
- Education
- Governments
- Individuals

The science of cognitive and social 
psychology has produced many 
reliable findings about the factors that 
influence attitudes, beliefs, behavior 
and motivation. All of our programs 
have been designed with a 
behavioral component in mind. We 
promise to equip you with new skills in 
persuading others, portraying confi-
dence, gaining trust, changing group 
behavior, influencing organizational 
culture, and manipulating attitudes, 
motivation and even performance
levels in individuals. 



We offer the following training 
& development programs:
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L E A D  Training, Consulting, Management & Leadership

Management & Leadership Programs

- Executive Leadership Development
- Executive Training in People Development
- Executive Coaching

Professional Business Skills Programs

- Innovative Thinking & Problem Solving
- Sales Leadership
- Professional Coaching

Soft Skill Development Programs

- Emotional Intelligence
- Personal Leadership Development
- Self-Awareness Management

Business Psychology Programs

- Influence & Persuasion
- Management Psychology
- Consumer Psychology

Certified Professional Programs

- Diploma Program in Professional Coaching
- Certified Executive Intercultural Management
- Certified Behavioral Consultant



Behavioral Design 
Services for Business

LEAD TCM&L™ solutions for business 
have been uniquely designed to
enhance people and organizational 
performance by using scientifically 
proven behavioral and psychological 
principles and techniques. 

Our behavioral based performance
solutions focus on:

• Organizational Development
- Leadership Development
- Change management facilitation

• Human Capital Enhancement
- Talent Management Solutions
- Corporate Training & Development  
  Programs

• Customer Engagement
- Marketing / advertising / 
  communication strategies
- Customer engagement /
  retail strategies

• Functional Design
- Designing products / services /mobile 
  applications for behavioral change
- Workplace and job design 
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Behavioral Design 
Services for Education

LEAD TCM&L™ solutions for education 
have been uniquely designed to
enhance people and organizational 
performance by using scientifically 
proven behavioral and psychological 
principles and techniques. 

Our behavioral based performance 
solutions focus on:

Program & Content Development
- Educational Program and 
  Content Design
- Digitalization and online delivery of 
  educational content
- Classroom design to enhance
  interpersonal competencies
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• Needs Assessment
• Course Design

• Course Development
• Content Development

• On-Location
• On-Demand

University Partners
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Behavioral Design Consultancy Services

LEAD TCM&L™ Behavioral Design Methodology 

              Discover Services

Workshops 
We organize discovery workshops 
at our design lab or in-company to 
identify the challenges your project or 
organization is facing and to identify 
how behavioral insights can lead to 
possible solutions.

PTC Analyses 
Through the usage of surveys, 
questionnaires, interviews and 
observation we will help you analyze 
the problem and the context in which 
it exists, and help you profile your
target group

            Design Services

Idea generation 
Based on the workshop outcomes and 
PTC analyses we will work with you to 
identify possible scientifically grounded 
and practical solutions

Model Design 
Based on possible solutions workable 
models will be designed for testing

LEAD TCM&L™ also offers customized behavioral design consultancy services
covering the full development chain of any product, service or place. Our
consultancy services can be offered in full or in part depending on the level of 
support and advice your project requires. Following our behavioral proprietary 
design methodology process we offer the following consultancy services.

            Develop Services

Solution testing
The solutions and workable models
are tested as a pilot run in a real 
environment to measure its fit and 
efficacy to solve the key issue at hand.

Customer Feedback
Based on target group or customer 
feedback further design enhancements 
will be made to enhance the effect of 
the proposed solution

Refinement
A final version of the proposed
behavioral design solution will be 
created and prepared for launch.

            Deliver Services 

Launch
After all steps have been taken the 
final behavioral design solution will be 
officially launched and replicated in 
new environments if necessary

Communicate 
Advice will be provided how best to dis-
seminate information about the solution 
to its target group or wider public. 

Discover Design Develop Deliver
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Global Presence & Education Partners

LEAD TCM&L™ EMEA

Netherlands Office
Pompenburg 550
3011 AX Rotterdam 
Netherlands
infoNL@leadtcml.com
www.leadtcml.com 

UK Office
145-157, St John Street
London EC1V 4PW
United Kingdom
infoUK@leadtcml.com

Education Partner
HULT International
Business School
Dubai Internet City
United Arab Emirates
infoDXB@leadtc.com
www.leadtcml.com 

LEAD TCM&L™ ASIA

Japan office
Shinjuku Nomura Building
1-26-2 Nishi Shinjuku Shinjuku-ku
Tokyo, Japan 163-0532 
infoJP@leadtcml.com
www.leadtcml.com 

LEAD TCM&L™ OCEANIA

Australia Office
17/12 Angelo Street
South Perth
Australia 6151
infoAUS@leadtcml.com
www.leadtcml.com 

LEAD TCM&L™ AMERICAS

Brazil office
Avenida Nove de Jullho 3239
Jardim Paulistano 01407-000
São Paulo, Brazil
infoBS@leadtcml.com       
www.leadtcml.com 

Rotterdam

Tokyo

Hong Kong

Perth

London

New York

Dubai

São Paulo



L E A D  Training, Consulting, Management & Leadership
Pompenburg 550
3011 AX  Rotterdam
The Netherlands

T  +31 (0)10 260 0015
M +31 (0)6 4320 5075
E  info@leadtcml.com 
W www.leadtcml.com 

Contact

LEADTCMLx LEADTCML LEAD.TCML LEAD.TCML

Follow us on


